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Introduction: 

Management accounting foster business success by providing key insights into decision-making 

function. This accounting function supports each department for taking its operational decision by 

delivering financial and statistical information. Organisation uses powerful accounting software 

for making a financial statement, reporting, and controlling day-to-day business operations. 

Management accounting is vital part in every sector of an organisation. As it reviews current 

performance, makes financial planning for controlling management operation in production, 

inventory, and distribution. Specially, Management accounting keeps direct control over financial 

issues, launching new projects, and operational strategic planning functions. Today, firms use 

online accounting records of past and present data for making financial analysis that helps in the 

budget. The organisation keeps its records with available documents and make a financial 

statement for each monetary year as its legal obligation. 
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Task 1:  

Date:  

To: Line manager, Western Foods Limited 

From: Assistant Management Accountant, Western Foods Limited  

Subject: Report on the role and function of different department of management accounting and 

accounting technique which is applied in Management accounting system.  

 

Management accounting performs a different role and functions as its business and statutory 

obligation. A business firm can handle its Management accounting function by hiring a skilled and 

experienced accountant or training their existing employees regarding accounting statements and 

function. In this report, we discussed the different function of management accountants, principles 

of accounting, and accounting technique that used for preparing financial statement.  

P1: Explaining management accounting and giving the important requirements 

of different types of management accounting system 

Definition of Management accounting 

Management accounting or managerial accounting uses past accounting information and data for 

taking a financial as well as non-financial decision, controlling business operation and cost, and 

preparing financial statements.  

Management accounting system 

Management accounting refers to the system of recognising, analysing, measuring, and 

interpreting monetary data to attain business goals and obligatory requirements. It includes 

financial accounting that uses internal records for preparing financial statements (Bandy, 2020). 

Generally, Management accounting focused on quality information that aids management in the 

decision-making stage. Management accounting includes cost accounting, job costing, inventory 

control, financial accounting, and other accounting system which covers all units of business 
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operation. Firm use a management accounting approaches in various field for reducing its 

unnecessary expenditure and increase profit as much as possible.  

Management accounting VS financial accounting system 

Points Management accounting Financial accounting 

Meaning  Management accounting refers to the 

process of administrative reporting that 

includes inventory, prosecution, 

financial and employee’s data.   

Financial accounting refers to the 

application of bookkeeping data 

for controlling fiancé.  

Content and 

scope 

Its area and scope are larger than 

financial accounting. It includes 

inventory, production, finance, 

distribution, job costing.  

It is a key fragment of 

management accounting.  

Users Generally, Management accounting stem 

is developed and used for operational 

management, inventory management, 

marketing executives, financial planner.  

Financial accounting is prepared 

under a statutory obligation. It is 

used by the shareholder, supplier, 

investor, bankers, taxation 

authority, and other regulatory 

bodies. 

Focus Management accounting focused on 

overall business activities.  

It focused on financial control and 

regulation.  

Compulsory 

vs optional 

Optional, but firm use Management 

accounting system for fostering business 

operation.   

Obligatory part in financial 

management.   

Accounting 

standards 

Need not follow any accounting 

standard.   

Have to trail accounting standard 

like IFRS or GAAP standard.  
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Data   Management accounting uses past and 

present data for operation control and 

future planning. 

Financial accounting uses current 

yeas data for formulating annual 

statement. 

Efficiency  It measures operational proficiency.   Financial accounting specifies 

firm profitability conditions. 

 

Principles of Management Accounting 

The principles of MA are developed for serving the basic requirements of internal management 

which foster decision making power for achieving business objective. Four important principles 

of MA are- 

1. Influences: Management Accounting promotes internal communication with financial and 

non-financial data that aids in decision-making function. It fosters sound communication 

with information.   

2. Relevance: Management Accounting measure and check available resources for presenting 

details information regarding raw materials, manpower, and capital.  

3. Value: Management Accounting adopts different analysis tools for presenting valuable 

information that increases the core value of management. It increases the power to handle 

the risk arising in operation management (Eldenburg et al., 2019).  

4. Credibility: Management Accounting ensure accountability and credibility in a 

management function. The manager is responsible and accountable for his work and 

decision. Management Accounting boost stakeholder interest with credibility in financial 

activities.   

 

Different management accounting system 

1. Cost accounting system: Another name of cost accounting is product accounting that is 

used to estimate each product cost for inventory management, cost control, and profitability 

analysis.  
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2. Inventory management system: It stands the application of automatic software for 

recording, ordering, and systematically placing inventory. Under this system, the inventory 

manager supply required raw material in the production unit and distribute finished goods 

in time. It is maintained for avoiding overstocks or outages.  

3. Job order costing system: Western Foods Limited use job-order for delivering specific 

food order of the customer. Firm use Job order costing with a specific job. It calculates 

each job cost including raw material, machine, labour, manufacturing overhead cost.  

4. Price-Optimization System: It is scientific and precise programming tools that compute 

demand variation under different prices level. Then coordinate customer demand and 

production cost for reducing inventory and production cost and increasing profit margin.  

 

The advantages and its application of management accounting within Western Foods Ltd 

• Increasing the power of goal setting: Management Accounting uses information and data 

for analysing financial and operational performance that used for setting business goals.  

• Plummeting expenses: Management Accounting control operational expenses with 

budgetary tools. Western Foods Limited used a cash budget for controlling finance in 

business operations (Templar, 2019).  

• Improving cash flow: Cash flow statement records and control firm cash inflows and 

outflows. Western Foods Ltd uses account receivable and payment documents for 

increasing cash flows.  

• Increasing business decision making power:  Management makes long-term decisions 

based on financial data that impact on each department's operational decision. Accounting 

information strengthens managers' power to take an accurate and adequate decision in time.    

• Increasing financial returns: Western Foods Limited uses a management accounting 

system for controlling inventory cost, raw material supplies, business operation, and 

employee’s performance. This increases profitability control over investment.   
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P2: Different methods uses for management accounting reporting 

Management Accounting uses inner and external information form operational and financial 

accounting and makes reports to regulatory executives for planning, controlling, measuring 

performance, and decision making. Below is a clarification of such certain reports (Schuster, 

2015).  

Types of Management Accounting Reports:  

 Budget Reports  

Budget reports are prepared for evaluating business performance. This report is prepared by the 

department wise or project-wise. Each department produces a financial budget for a specific 

period. Then measuring the financial performance of this department after passing its financial 

period.  

The Budget reports aids to develop internal management planning in employees’ incentives and 

benefits plans. It also helps to negotiate with firm vendors and supplies.  

 Accounts Receivable Aging  

A firm need to maintain accounts receivable report if it has a large number of account receivable. 

It aids to handle cash collection function by taking their payment timing. In the case of cash 

defaults, the firm may go in liquidation according to the regulatory act. Hence, Western Food Ltd 

control receivables with sophisticated planning.  
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Figure: Management of accounting reporting methods (Seal, Rohde, Garrison and Noreen, 2019) 

 Job Cost Reports  

This report tracks firms' on-going charge and expenditure of a selected project. Sometimes, this 

report added specific job cost after completing the job. This report helps to control specific job 

costs by taking a planned budget as a benchmark cost. This report is mainly on a monthly or weekly 

basis. It is valuable because it helps to identify job problems, errors in manufacturing, and 

employee efficacy under a different condition in a job.  

 Inventory and Manufacturing Reports  

Inventory reports summarise the amount of inventory that is in their hand. It is required for 

production or distribution. This report is shown in a physical document with details number 

presenting a product or raw material list. This list shows inventory in hand, ordering, and 

processing amount for internal business usages.  

 Profit & Loss Statement 

It is a part of a financial statement and accounting standards that summarise total income and 

expenses in a definite period of time. These income statements calculate profit excluding all 

expenses from income and indicates financial health (Drury, 2012).  

 

Western Foods Ltd integrates MA schemes with different forms of accounting reporting for 

strengthening organisation decision making power. Bookkeeping reports details information 

regarding direct and indirect operating cost, production and distribution cost, sales revenues of 

Western Foods Ltd. These reports use past data and focus future marker trends which are used for 

making a business plan. 
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Task 2 

P3 Calculate costs using appropriate techniques of cost analysis to formulate an 

income statement using marginal and absorption costs 

Absorption costing: Absorption costing is also known as accumulating cost method that is a 

precise accounting process for calculating all costs related with operation, production and 

distribution for a particular product or unit. This method considers direct and indirect costs related 

to manufacturing includes labour, material, rest, office, insurance, and operating cost.  

Marginal costing: It is another significant managerial accounting technique that considers 

valuable cost in manufacturing while the immovable cost is totally written off in contradiction of 

the firm contribution. It estimates the extra cost in producing an extra unit of output. It is 

calculating by adding direct material, labour, and expenses with variable overhead.  
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Accounting calculation under the marginal and absorption costing method varies for its standards 

and principles. Where marginal cost uses variable expenses with direct material, direct expenses, 

and direct labour cost. In contrast, adsorption costs use fixed manufacturing overhead also. An 

organisation use absorption costing method for external financial reporting or income tax 

reporting. This method reduces income by subtracting fixed overhead from revenue collection. 

This sophisticated approach is used for decision-making in a production number, project selection, 

or investment (Landin and Schirmer, 2017). Marginal costing method used to determine a firm’s 

profitability under various production capabilities. This is why the income statement of absorption 

method results £4625 as well as the marginal method results in £2125.  
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Task 3  

P4: Explaining the advantages and disadvantages of different types of planning 

tools used for budgetary control 

A budget is known as a financial plan or an approximation of expenses and revenue over a 

specified period. Financial management made a financial budget for the understanding of project 

or job cost and revenue collection. An organisation adopts different types of a budget like master 

budget, costing budget, operating budget, cash budget, surplus budget, etc. Here, discussed the 

advantage and disadvantage of these types of budget.   

Master budget: A Master budget refers to the collection of different types of similar forms of 

budget within an organisation. The master budget includes every single financial detail of a firm 

that aids management in completing departmental functions (Burke, 2006). The master budget 

includes production, customer service, operation, distribution, marketing, and all other department 

budgets.  

Advantages 

➢ Control overall finance: Master budget distributes finance among all departments and 

units of protection to control over finance. Each department exercises its business function 

within this distribution of the Master budget. The master budget set project or department 

financial expense limits.  

➢ Planning: Each organisation needs financial or non-financial plans based on business 

mission and vision. Master budget plan overall business operation expenses and revenue 

collection for a given period. This ahead overall business plan and performance.  

Disadvantages 

➢ Lack of Specificity: As we know the master budget is the assortment of all forms of small 

budget, it has less specificity. The pound amounts of the Master budget are seeming very 

complex and difficult to understand. For example, it is difficult to determine the marketing 

department cost of a specific month.  
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➢ Difficult to Read and Update: A Master budget includes different categories of expenses 

and revenues. It is difficult to understand and interpreted those who have less accounting 

knowledge.   

Operating budget: The operating budget is also known as a financial plan that details cash inflows 

and outflows and used for meeting debt obligations and achieve sustainable growth.  

Advantages 

➢ Projecting future expenses: By using the operating budget, the accountant evaluates past 

and current expenses for projecting future expenses plan. This plan is close enough to 

control the operating and finance cost.   

➢ Building financial reserves: An operating budget help to reduce operating expenses and 

finical debt for achieving the goal of the financial reserve.  

➢ Increasing accountability: An operating budget control production and project manager 

expenses. This increase financial accountability with supportive documents of expenses.    

Disadvantages 

➢ Ineffective for long-term planning: An operating budget is ineffective and less valuable 

for long-term planning as it is designed and planned for conducting a specific project. 

➢ Uncertainty: This budget is less effective for business operations where need changes. 

Operating unit need regular changes in marketing, distribution, and production unit based 

on customer or marketer behaviour (Burns, 2013). The operating budget is preplaced and 

fixed that is ineffective for reorganising plan.  

Capital budget: The Capital budget formulated for computing business operation and capital 

expenditure of a particular investment or production unit. This budget indicates profitable project 

with positive net present value. The financial manager evaluates investment proposals with 

approximate expenditure which includes inflows and outflows of the project. This budget 

interpreted the investment proposal result and assessment.  

Advantages 

• A clear understanding of project risk and impact 

• Identifying investment opportunities and assist in an investment proposal  
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• Appropriate use of shareholder wealth in a profitable investment proposal  

• Retain in over-investing whether exist market risk  

Disadvantages 

• The budgetary decision is long-term and less effective for operating decision  

• Sometimes leads the wrong estimation 

• Irrelevant to changes of market nature and customer demands   

 

Standard costing: Standard costing method is an estimation of the projected cost for regulating 

project workings. This costing budget takes control over the material, labour, and overhead cost.  

Advantage  

• Improve cost control: Standard costing highlights the estimated expenses of a project. This 

estimated cost help cost controller in controlling operating cost. Standard costing budget 

used as a benchmark, manager expense within this budget.  

• Used for decision making: Standard costing method develops needed cost standards in 

controlling operating cost, production cost, and the actual cost of marketing.   

• Inventory management: A firm need to reduce inventory cost as much as possible for 

increasing profitability. A standard cost system coordinates with the actual cost of 

inventory to reduce inventory waste, and over-storage costs.  

Disadvantages 

• Provocative materiality restrictions for variances: The cost standard sometimes represents 

the wrong estimation. It is hard to estimate untuned variance with this method.  

• Nonreporting of positive variances: In some cases, workers will not reluctant to report 

actual variance in an inventory system. Sometimes, the inventory manager will not produce 

negative reports in his works (Burke, 2006).  

• Low morale: Sometimes managers focused on irrelevant variance rather than accrual 

variance. A worker may fear of poor performance in contrast to good performance. This 

reduces working efficiency and productivity. 
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P5 Compare how organisations are adapting management accounting systems to 

respond to financial problems 

Naturally, the firm faced several financial and governance problems in the time of running business 

operations in the macro-environment. This financial and governance problem is similar in each 

business organisation. In this section, we demonstrate some financial and governance difficulties 

within Western Foods Ltd and then recommend some solutions with management accounting 

techniques to overcome such a problem.   

Identifying financial problems and financial governance of Western Foods Ltd 

Western Foods Ltd also faces some financial and governance problems like finance shortage, 

increased operating cost, increased overhead cost, etc. The financial manager formulates 

information and data based on available documents and proof for calculating profitability ratio, 

earning per share, overhead cost, turnover in production variance, per unit production cost, etc. 

Western Foods Ltd identifies financial crises in its fiscal year (Epstein and Lee, 2013). That is, 

Western Foods Ltd faced finance limitation which leads to a cash shortage in operating expenses.  

Financial problems of Pavestone  

Pavestone identifies a negative debt-equity ratio with higher leverage. This makes external 

investment unattractive and unprofitable. Investor seems its negative signal and will not invest in 

this firm again. In most of the cases, investor withdraws their capital as much as they can. This 

leads to the inability and uncontrolled production cost management of Pavestone.  

Effective management accounting system and strategy 

Western Foods Ltd adopt the following management accounting technique-  

➢ Inventory management: Inventory is the key element that leads to operating expenses. 

Excessive inventory needs extra cash. To strengthen cash inflows Western Foods Ltd 

should reduce inventory cost by using JIT management accounting tools.  

➢ Key performance indicator: Western Foods Ltd calculate negative cash follows which 

leads to inability and inabilities in handling debts. The cash shortage problems happen for 
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inadequate accounting receivable and payable reporting. KPI tools aid to determine its 

cashflows to handle accounting receivable.  

➢ Price optimisation: Western Foods Ltd needs to adopt price optimisation as management 

accounting tools to reduce its financial problem (Anumba, Egbu and Carrillo, 2008). 

Western Foods Ltd can follow a cash budget to estimate its product and service price that 

secures its cashflows. Make a profit and loss statement for determining its profitability in 

the current financial year.  

On the other hand, Pavestone use the following key management accounting tools-  

➢ Inventory management: Pavestone uses Just-in-time method for handling its inventory 

cost. This reduces overestimation or underestimation in raw material storage.  

➢ Key performance indicator: Pavestone compares its financial and operating performance 

with the KPI indicator. Pavestone uses Western Foods Ltd cash flows as a KPI indicator 

and takes corrective action for any deviation. 

➢ Price optimisation: In this strategy, Pavestone determines its market actual price for setting 

production costs. This leads to higher profits and positive cashflows. The investor gets 

earns in their share. A company can reduce its leverage by using higher profit.  

All these mentioned MA techniques will produce positive result in operational and financial 

management. A firm apply any of them in any time according to problem nature and consequences.   
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Conclusion: 

Management accounting uses previous accounting information and data for analysing business 

performance, taking an effective decision in time. A firm should make a financial plan based on 

some key indicators, here accounting information used as a key performance indicator to take a 

managerial decision. It is a forward-looking approach in which management evaluates investment 

proposal and select the best profitable project, and execute investment project with supportive 

tools. In fact, management accounting makes separate financial and operational plans for each 

department including accounting, marketing, production, distribution, and inventory. Then budget 

and offer finance access to handle project work. In business operations, a firm may face financial 

or nonfinancial problems. Firms use management accounting techniques to handle financial and 

governance problems. 
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